Unexcelled for Precision Work in the Laboratory

Bausch & Lomb
Minot Automatic Precision Microtome

This Bausch & Lomb Microtome of the Minot Automatic Precision type is unexcelled for accurate work. Many of the most important laboratories in the world are equipped with this precision instrument. Although it is intended for cutting large specimens, either paraffin or celloidin, it can be used equally well for serial work.

The feeding mechanism operates automatically and provides for cutting section of 1 micron and more up to 25 microns in steps of single microns. The gear construction insures a steady stroke and even contact with the feeding mechanism, eliminating to this extent the possibility of personal error. This instrument, No. 3020, is the last word in precision microtomes.

May we send you our illustrated microtome circular?

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.

632 St. Paul Street 
Rochester, N. Y.

New York 
Chicago
Boston
San Francisco
London

SCIENCE—ADVERTISEMENTS
We are the sole AMERICAN AGENTS
for
BELL'S ADVANCED
MATHEMATICAL SERIES

**FIRST COURSE IN NOMOGRAPHY** by S. Brodetsky.  
Price $3.00

**PROJECTIVE VECTOR ALGEBRA** by L. Silberstein.  
Price $1.75

**FIRST COURSE IN STATISTICS** by D. Caradog Jones.  
Price $3.75

**ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR APPLICATION** by H. T. H. Piaggio.  
Price $3.50

**ELEMENTARY VECTOR ANALYSIS WITH APPLICATION TO GEOMETRY AND PHYSICS** by C. E. Weatherburn.  
Price $3.50

**ADVANCED VECTOR ANALYSIS** by C. E. Weatherburn.  
Price $3.50

**MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF LIMITS** by J. G. Leathem.  
Price $4.50

Send for complete catalog

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY

---

**LaMotte Roulette Comparator**

Appreciation of the importance of Hydrogen Ion Control is growing rapidly in many branches of industry as well as in scientific circles. To meet an ever-increasing demand for practical information on the subject, we have recently issued “The A B C of Hydrogen Ion Control” which gives a complete explanation of this method for both the technical and non-technical worker, with numerous examples of actual applications.

*A copy will be sent you on request.*

LaMotte Chemical Products Co.
418 Light St.  Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.

---

**THE EPPLEY STANDARD CELL**

A Precision Standard of Highest Accuracy

An unsaturated cadmium standard cell (Weston Type) guaranteed accurate to 0.02%, with a negligible temperament coefficient, mounted in a moulded bakelite box.

Catalog No. 100 as illustrated, with Eppley Laboratory Certificate

$15.00 net
F. O. B. Newport.

*Bulletin No. 1 “Standards of Electromotive Force” Sent on Request*

THE EPPLEY LABORATORY
Newport, R. I., U. S. A.
SCIENCE—ADVERTISEMENTS

Largest Library of Laboratory Plans in existence!

Our experience for a generation in equipping science departments of schools and colleges all over America with Laboratory Furniture has given us a tremendous amount of valuable information and plans, which are available to you.

When your school needs Laboratory Desks or other equipment, it would be well to investigate Kewaunee. The Kewaunee Book, with 500 illustrations, will be sent to School or Board officials interested. Ask for a copy. Address all inquiries to the factory at Kewaunee.

Kewaunee Mfg. Co.

C. G. CAMPBELL, Treas. and Gen. Mgr.
115 Lincoln St.
Kewaunee, Wis.

New York Office
70 Fifth Avenue

Offices in Principal Cities

Physics Laboratory Table
No. 700

Very popular with teachers. Very substantially built. Can be supplied, if desired, with lower cupboard and drawers.

Chemical Desk
No. 850

A good practical design at a moderate price that embodies all the essential features of the more elaborate desks.

Instructor's Desk
No. 1416

For Private Laboratory

Produced in response to an insistent demand for an absolutely private work-table. Roll top cover completely encloses.

Calorimeters

For liquid, solid, and gaseous fuels.
Suggestions, Descriptions, Prices Gladly Submitted

EIMER & AMEND

Est. 1851 Inc. 1897
Third Ave., 18th to 19th St. New York, N. Y.

"You have the best light-weight bag made,"—Dr. C. P. Fordsvee

FIALA PATENT SLEEPING BAG
You can sleep outdoors in perfect comfort Scientifically Correct
Made like the fur of an animal, it retains body heat, but not the moisture. No dead air spaces to become foul or soaked, as in a closely woven or filled fabric. Weighs about 5 lbs. $25

FOR XMAS—YOUR FRIEND
Scientist, Sportsman, or Scout would appreciate one of those Engineers' Luminous Compasses, a wonderful instrument. Price $3.50

GURLEY'S Transits, Levels, Alidades, Meters & Registers, Altimeters, Microscopes & Binoculars.
Outfits for Explorers, Scientists, etc.

ANTHONY FIALA, 25 Warren St, New York